Innovation Premium
Dear SIBE/ SISP students and alumni,

Premium:
 Fuel voucher (250 Euro)

With the »Schumpeter Innovation Prize«, named after Joseph Alois Schumpeter, one
of the most successful economists of the 20th century, SIBE benefits their students
and alumni who initiate innovation projects in a company.
Have you significantly contributed to an innovative SIBE project/ SISP research project that will be or was launched in your or in another company? Then apply for the
»Schumpeter Innovation Prize«.
We as SIBE and SISP see the projects as stimulation for business growth and innovation, and we would like to support creative ideas. That is why we honor project
initiatives with attractive premiums.
Conditions:
How can you participate? Quite simple: you need to be a student or alumni of SIBE
or SISP and a (co-)initiator of another SIBE project/SISP research project (not your
own!). Our engagement must be visible at the beginning of the vacancy and can be
identified with you. The working (doctoral) student can study the SIBE-Management-Master (M.Sc.), the online study program (M.A./MBA) at SIBE or the Doctor of
Business Administration (DBA) program.

 Amazon voucher
(250 Euro) for a country of your choise
 Ab-in-den-Urlaub.de
voucher (250 Euro)
 HelpCard (250 Euro)
www.helpdirect.org for
a donation to a project
of your choice
The recommendation of
students is excluded of the
initiative »Schumpeter Innovation Prize«. Please note
the related premium offer
»Networking@SIBE/SISP«
outside this initiative.
This offer is only for started
projects and for (doctoral)
students and alumni of
SIBE or SISP.

If this is the case, simply fill in the premium application and get your premium.
We are looking forward to innovative projects.
Your SIBE and SISP Team

Note: Please check the compliance guidelines of your company before submitting an application.
In order to process and track premium requests, data on recommendations will be stored in our
Electronic database.
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Innovation Premium
Application form
First Name:

Name:

Street:

Zip Code:

SIBE course number (if applicable):

City:

E-mail:

Topic of the innovation project:
How have you contributed the project initiation?
Does a vacancy already exist at SIBE/SISP? ☐ Yes

☐ No

If yes, vacancy number:

Name of the company of the new project:
Name of the business mentors of the new project:
Date:
I apply for the following premium*:
Fuel voucher (250 Euro)
Amazon voucher (250 Euro)
Ab-in-den-Urlaub.de voucher (250 Euro)
HelpCard by www.helpdirect.org for a donation to a project of your choice (250 Euro)
Please send the completed form to:
SIBE der Steinbeis-Hochschule Berlin
Sonja F. Reichert
Kalkofenstraße 53
71083 Herrenberg, Germany
Or via e-mail to: reichert@steinbeis-sibe.de
*You will receive the premium after the vacancy has been filled.
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